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ABSTRACT
To initiate r29 DNA replication, the DNA polymerase
has to form a complex with the homologous primer
terminal protein (TP) that further recognizes the
replication origins of the homologous TP-DNA
placed at both ends of the linear genome. By
means of chimerical proteins, constructed by
swapping the priming domain of the related r29
and GA-1 TPs, we show that DNA polymerase can
form catalytically active heterodimers exclusively
with that chimerical TP containing the N-terminal
part of the homologous TP, suggesting that the
interaction between the polymerase TPR-1 sub-
domain and the TP N-terminal part is the one
mainly responsible for the specificity between both
proteins. We also show that the TP N-terminal part
assists the proper binding of the priming domain at
the polymerase active site. Additionally, a chimerical
r29 DNA polymerase containing the GA-1 TPR-1
subdomain could use GA-1 TP, but only in the
presence of r29 TP-DNA as template, indicating
that parental TP recognition is mainly accomplished
by the DNA polymerase. The sequential events
occurring during initiation of bacteriophage
protein-primed DNA replication are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Replication of linear chromosomes raises the question
how their ends are maintained through subsequent
replication rounds. This dilemma, called the end replica-
tion problem (1,2), comes up from two main observations.
On the one hand, all DNA polymerases synthesize a new
complementary DNA strand exclusively in the 50–30
direction and, on the other hand, replicative DNA
polymerases normally require a short RNA molecule to
prime DNA synthesis. From this, it could be inferred that
the DNA sequence paired to the most distal RNA primer
would be lost in the daughter strand, leading to a
continuous shortening of the linear chromosome, with
the eventual loss of the information placed at its ends.
In higher eukaryotes, telomerase prevents chromosome
ends shortening by extending the 30 end of its DNA
substrate using, in a repetitive fashion, its own RNA as
template, providing a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
composed of many telomeric sequences that will be
copied by the replication machinery (3). Such a quandary
is not restricted to eukaryotic chromosomes, but it is also
present during replication of any linear DNA. Several
strategies have been developed by evolutionary distant
organisms to prevent the loss of their DNA ends. Thus,
organisms as phage  recircularize their genomes by
means of the complementarity of the 50-ends (4); others, as
phage T7, contain a linear double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) with a terminal direct repetition used to form
concatemers during replication (5); and DNA molecules
as those of poxviruses or linear plasmids of Borrelia
contain a terminal covalently closed hairpin loop (6–9).
Several prokaryotic and eukaryotic viruses, as well as
linear plasmids from bacteria, fungi and higher plants,
and even Streptomyces spp. have solved the end replica-
tion problem by using a protein (called Terminal Protein;
TP) to prime DNA synthesis from the very end of their
linear genomes (10–12). In these cases, an amino acid
residue of the primer TP provides the priming OH group,
becoming covalently linked to the 50- end of the DNA
(parental TP). In vitro replication analyses, mainly
performed with bacteriophage f29, have laid the founda-
tions for this so-called protein-priming replication
mechanism. The complex formed between the replicative
DNA polymerase and a free TP molecule interacts with
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speciﬁc recognition of the parental TP and DNA
sequences. The DNA polymerase catalyses the incorpora-
tion of a speciﬁc dNMP onto the priming OH group of
the TP, in a reaction directed by an internal dNMP in the
template strand (initiation reaction). The presence of
repetitive sequences at the replication origins in these
genomes allows the initiation complex to recover the
terminal nucleotides by sliding-back, in the case of
bacteriophages f29, PRD1, GA-1 and Cp1 (13–16), or
jumping-back, as in adenovirus (17). The f29 DNA
polymerase/primer TP heterodimer does not dissociate
after initiation or the sliding-back step. There is a
transition stage in which the DNA polymerase synthesizes
a 5-nt-long DNA molecule while complexed with
the primer TP, undergoes some structural change during
incorporation of nucleotides 6–9 (transition) and dissocia-
tes from the primer TP when nucleotide 10 is incorporated
into the nascent DNA chain (elongation mode) (18).
Finally, the same DNA polymerase catalyses chain
elongation via a strand displacement mechanism to fulﬁl
TP-DNA replication (11).
Recent crystallographic resolution of f29 DNA poly-
merase/TP complex shows that TP forms an extended
structure that is complementary to the DNA polymerase
surface (19). TP is folded into an N-terminal domain,
an intermediate domain that interacts with the DNA
polymerase subdomain TPR-1, and a priming domain that
occupies the DNA-binding site in the polymerase (20).
This fact precludes the initiation at internal sites, as an
upstream 30 template would sterically clash with TP,
restricting the beginning of DNA synthesis at the ends
of the genome (19).
Besides DNA polymerase and TP, bacteriophage f29
replication in vivo requires the presence of phage encoded
ss- and dsDNA binding proteins (SSB and DBP,
respectively). f29 SSB covers the displaced ssDNA to
prevent its degradation by cellular nucleases as well as to
preclude the appearance of short palindromic DNAs that
would be detrimental for phage DNA replication (21). f29
DBP organizes and compacts the viral genome (22), and
speciﬁcally activates the initiation of replication (23) by
forming multimeric nucleoprotein complexes at the ends
of the TP-DNA (24,25).
Thus, in spite of its simplicity, f29 TP-DNA replication
requires a number of specialized proteins to perform the
reactions necessary to prime and elongate the nascent
strand from both replication origins. These proteins must
interact properly with each other to ensure successful DNA
replication. Replication systems developed with puriﬁed
proteins and DNAs from the f29-related bacteriophages
Nf and GA-1 have shown that the reactions catalysed by
each of these three systems are similar. However, in spite of
their resemblance, DNA polymerases, TPs and DBPs,
cannot be interchanged individually, as they are unable to
network correctly with the other components of the
heterologous replication system because of the high
speciﬁcity of such protein–protein interactions (26–29).
By the use of chimerical proteins, generated by swap-
ping speciﬁc domains of the TP and DNA polymerase of
both f29 and GA-1 bacteriophages, we show that the
DNA polymerase–TP interaction is speciﬁed mainly by
the contacts established between the TP intermediate
domain and the DNA polymerase TPR-1 subdomain.
In addition, we show that the speciﬁc recognition of the
replication origin (parental TP) and the DBP is mainly
carried out by the DNA polymerase.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nucleotides andDNAs
Unlabelled nucleotides were purchased from Amersham
Pharmacia Biochemicals. [a-
32P]dATP [3000Ci/mmol
(1Ci=37GBq)] was obtained from Amersham
Pharmacia. Oligonucleotides were obtained from Isogen.
f29 and GA-1 TP-DNA were obtained as described (30).
Plasmids pET-28a(+) and pET-28b(+) were purchased
from Novagen.
Proteins
Wild-type f29 DNA polymerase was puriﬁed from
Escherichia coli NF2690 cells harbouring plasmid pJLPM
(a derivative of pT7-4w2), as described (31). Wild-type
GA-1 DNA polymerase and wild-type f29 and GA-1 TPs
were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells harbouring the
gene cloned into plasmid pT7-4 (DNA polymerase) and
pT7-3 (TPs) and further puriﬁed as described (29,31,32).
f29 DBP and SSB, obtained from Bacillus subtilis cells
infected with phage f29, were puriﬁed as described (27,33).
Construction, expression and purification ofr29 and
GA-1 TPvariants and chimerical r29DNA polymerase
Table 1 shows the DNA polymerases and TPs used in this
study. For details about the construction, expression and
puriﬁcation of the diﬀerent DNA polymerase and TP
variants, see Supplementary Data.
Protein-primed initiation assay(TP-dAMP formation)
TP-primed initiation assay performed with wild-type 29
or GA-1 DNA polymerases and TP variants. The capacity
to carry out the initiation step of TP-DNA replication was
analysed as described (34), in the presence of either 1mM
MnCl2 or, when indicated, 10mM MgCl2, 1.6nM of
either f29 or GA-1 TP-DNA as template, 0.1mM dATP
[a-
32dATP] (1mCi), 15nM of either f29 or GA-1 DNA
polymerase and the indicated amount of either wild-type,
chimerical, f29iNo rf29-Ct mutant TPs in 25mlo f
reaction volume. In the last case, when indicated, 150nM
of the TP variant f29-Nt and 35mMo ff29 DBP were
also added. After incubation for the indicated times at
308C, samples were processed and analysed as previously
described (30). The reactions in which the TP derivative
f29-Ct was used as primer were analysed in Tris–tricine–
SDS gels. Quantiﬁcation was done by densitometric
analysis of the labelled band corresponding to the
TP-dAMP complex.
Calculation of apparent Km for dATP was carried out as
described (35), using increasing amounts of dATP. Reac-
tions were stopped and analysed by SDS–polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE). Formation of the product was
7062 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 21plotted against dATP concentration. Apparent values for
Michaelis–Menten constant (Km) for nucleotide incorpora-
tion was obtained by least squares non-linear regression to
rectangular hyperbola using Kaleidagraph 3.6.4 software.
TP-primed initiation assay performed with chimerical 29
DNA polymerase and TP variants. The assay was carried
out as described above, in the presence of 1mM MnCl2,
1.6nM of either f29 or GA1 TP-DNA or 5.6mMo f
single-stranded oligonucleotide LOT12 (ssDNA LOT12;
50GTGGGGGCTTACTTT), which contains the f29
replication origin sequence. In the presence of TP-DNA,
120nM of f29 chimerical DNA polymerase and 240nM
of the indicated TP were used. As a control, an initiation
reaction, with 15nM of f29 wild-type DNA polymerase
and 30nM of f29 wild-type TP, was carried out. After
incubation for 10min at 308C, samples were stopped and
processed as described above. When the eﬀect of f29 DBP
was studied, the assays were performed in the presence of
60 nM of chimerical DNA polymerase and 120nM of the
indicated TP, in the absence or presence of 35mMo ff29
DBP. As a control, an initiation reaction with 30nM of
f29 wild-type DNA polymerase and 60nM of f29 wild-
type TP was carried out. Samples were incubated for the
indicated times at 308C and further processed as described
above. When the template used was ssDNA LOT12 the
assay was performed in the presence of 300nM of either
wild type or chimerical f29 DNA polymerase and 600nM
of the indicated TP. In this case, samples were incubated
for 10min at 308C.
In the case of the template-independent initiation assay,
TP-DNA was omitted, 120nM of f29 DNA polymerase,
240nM of either wild-type or mutant f29iN TP and
1mM MnCl2 were added and the incubation was main-
tained for the indicated time at 308C. The reactions were
stopped by adding 10mM EDTA and 0.1% SDS, ﬁltered
through Sephadex G-50 spin columns, and further
analysed by SDS–PAGE as described (30). Quantiﬁ-
cation was done by densitometry of the labelled band
corresponding to the TP-dAMP complex, detected by
autoradiography.
Interference assayforDNA polymerasebinding
With this assay the relative DNA polymerase binding
eﬃciency of mutant TPs with respect to the wild-type TP is
estimated by adding simultaneously both TPs and a limited
amount of DNA polymerase. Reactions were carried out
as described for the template-dependent initiation assay,
using a limiting amount of either f29 or GA-1 DNA
polymerase and diﬀerent proportions of a mixture of wild-
type and mutant TPs. Thus, 60nM of f29 DNA
polymerase was incubated with 120nM of wild-type f29
TP, 1mM MnCl2 and increasing amounts of chimera N-f
(120, 240, 480, 960 and 1920nM). Similarly, 60nM of
GA-1 DNA polymerase was incubated with 120nM
of wild-type GA-1 TP and increasing amounts of chimera
N-G (120, 240, 480, 960 and 1920nM). To analyse the
competition capacity of the f29 TP priming domain,
60nM of f29 DNA polymerase was incubated with
120nM of chimerical TP N-f, 1mM MnCl2 and increasing
amounts of the truncated TP f29-Ct (120, 240, 480, 960
and 1920nM). In all cases, the incubation was for 10min at
308C. After incubation, reactions were stopped and anal-
ysed as indicated for the protein-primed initiation assay.
Replication assay(protein-primed initiation plus elongation)
using r29 TP-DNA as template
The assay was performed essentially as described (36), in
25ml of reaction volume, in the presence of the indicated
metal activator, dNTPs concentration, wild-type DNA
polymerase, TP, [a-
32dATP] (1mCi) and 1.6nM of either
f29 or GA-1 TP-DNA as template. After incubation for
the indicated time at 308C, the reactions were stopped by
adding 10mM EDTA and 0.1% SDS and ﬁltered through
Sephadex G-50 spin columns. For size analysis, the
labelled DNA was denatured by treatment with 0.7M
NaOH and subjected to electrophoresis in alkaline 0.7%
agarose gels as described (37). After electrophoresis, the
position of unit length TP-DNA was detected by ethidium
bromide staining, and the gels were dried and
autoradiographed.
TP-DNA amplification assay
The assay was performed essentially as described (38), in
the presence of 16pM f29 TP-DNA, 30nM of wild-type
f29 DNA polymerase, 120nM of either wild-type f29 TP
or f29iN, 30mMo ff29 SSB and 35mMo ff29 DBP,
in a ﬁnal reaction volume of 25ml. After incubation for
45min at 308C, the samples were processed and the
ampliﬁed DNA analysed by electrophoresis in alkaline
Table I. DNA polymerase and terminal protein variants
DNA polymerase f29 Wild-type f29 DNA polymerase
GA-1 Wild-type GA-1 DNA polymerase
Chimera f29 DNA polymerase containing GA-1 DNA polymerase TPR-1 subdomain (residues 261–358)
f29 Wild-type f29 TP
GA-1 Wild-type GA-1 TP
N-f Chimerical TP containing the f29 TP N-terminal part
(residues 1–173) and GA-1 TP priming domain (residues 174–265).
Terminal protein NG Chimerical TP containing the GA-1 TP N-terminal part
(residues 1–173) and f29 TP priming domain (residues 174–266).
f29-Ct f29 TP priming domain (residues 174–266)
f29-Nt f29 TP N-terminal part (residues 1–173)
f29N f29 TP lacking N-terminal domain (residues 1–73)
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 21 7063agarose gels, as described (38). After electrophoresis,
the position of unit length f29 TP-DNA was detected
by ethidium bromide staining.
RESULTS
Modelling of GA-1 TP. Construction of chimerical
TPs. The recent structure determination of the f29
DNA polymerase/TP complex has provided the ﬁrst
deﬁnition of the architecture of a TP (19). Thus, f29 TP
(266 amino acids long) is formed by a disordered
N-terminal domain, followed by the intermediate
domain that is constituted mainly by two long a-helices,
and connected through a ﬂexible hinge region to the
priming domain, comprised of a four helix bundle
(19) (Figure 1A and B). The loop in between the last
two a-helices contains the Ser232 residue whose hydroxyl
group is used as primer by the DNA polymerase to start
initiation of phage DNA replication (10–12).
Bacteriophage GA-1 TP is a 265 amino acids long
polypeptide that shares 40% of sequence identity with f29
TP (15) (Figure 1A). Based on the high degree of identity
between these two TPs, the protein structure homology-
modelling server Swiss-Model (39,40) supplied a model for
GA-1 TP (coloured in green in Figure 1B), obtained by
using the crystallographic structure of f29 TP as template
[in yellow in Figure 1B; PDB 2EX3 (19)]. The predicted
structure exhibits both the intermediate and priming
domains folded as in f29 TP, enabling us to model
GA-1 TP complexed with the DNA polymerase
(Figure 1B). The absence of a model for the GA-1 TP
N-terminal domain is due to the fact that the two helices
within this domain in f29 TP were originally built as poly-
alanine. As previously described (19), the intermediate
domain of TP would pack against the TPR-1 subdomain
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N-terminal end of each TP. Identical residues are indicated in white letters over a black background. Other similarities are indicated by bold letters.
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blue, cyan and orange, respectively. The structural domains constituting both TPs are also indicated. (C) Schematic representation of the chimerical
TPs constructed for this study.
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Figure 1B) while the TP priming domain would be
encircled by the DNA polymerase TPR-2, thumb and
TPR-1 subdomains [in cyan, orange and dark blue,
respectively, in Figure 1B; PDB 2EX3 (19)].
Previous studies showed that both, f29 and GA-1 DNA
polymerases display a great speciﬁcity for their corre-
sponding TP, as the heterologous systems did not give
any detectable initiation product (29). Similar results were
obtained by interchanging the DNA polymerase and TP
from the closely related bacteriophages f29 and Nf,
in spite of the high amino acid sequence identity shared
by the two TPs (62.4%) and DNA polymerases (81.8%)
(28), revealing also the existence of a speciﬁc recognition
by the DNA pol/TP complex of parental TP, which forms
part of the replication origin (28).
In order to assess the importance of the TP domains
in relation with its interaction with the homologous DNA
polymerase and parental TP, we have made chimerical
TPs by swapping the priming domains of both f29
and GA-1 TPs (see Materials and Methods section).
The conserved sequence ‘YYE’ at the beginning of the ﬁrst
a-helix of the priming domain in both TPs (ﬁrst Tyr174 is
indicated with a red arrow in Figure 1A) denotes the
N-terminal limit of such exchanged regions to guarantee
the proper folding of the heterologous domains in the
resulting chimeras N-f [f29 TP N-terminal part contain-
ing the N-terminal and intermediate domains (residues
1–173) linked to the GA-1 TP priming domain] and
N-G (GA-1 TP N-terminal part connected to the f29 TP
priming domain) (Figure 1C and Table 1). Chimeras were
overexpressed and puriﬁed as described in Materials and
Methods section, and their speciﬁc recognition of the
DNA polymerase and TP-DNA were evaluated in in vitro
assays corresponding to diﬀerent stages of the TP-primed
DNA replication process.
The N-terminal part ofTP specifies theinteraction with the
DNA polymerase
Replication of f29 and GA-1 TP-DNA starts at both
terminal origins with the DNA polymerase-catalysed
template-directed insertion of 50-dAMP onto the hydroxyl
group of f29 TP Ser232 and, most likely, of GA-1 TP
Ser231 (initiation reaction), with the subsequent elonga-
tion (via strand displacement) of the initiation complex to
produce full-length TP-DNA (10–12). As expected, each
wild-type TP solely primed the initiation reaction cata-
lysed by the homologous DNA polymerase, such a
reaction being exclusively templated by the homologous
TP-DNA (Figure 2; left part).
The reactions primed by the TP chimeras were
less eﬃcient than the ones primed by the wild-type TPs,
higher protein doses and longer reaction times being
required to observe initiation reaction (see Materials and
Methods section), indicating that the high speciﬁcity
between DNA polymerase and TP depends on both,
the priming domain and the N-terminal part of the TP.
Nonetheless, chimera N-f, which holds the N-terminal
part of f29 TP, speciﬁcally primed the initiation reaction
carried out by the f29 DNA polymerase mainly when f29
TP-DNA was used as template (Figure 2; right part).
Only a very faint band was obtained when the GA-1 DNA
polymerase and the GA-1 TP-DNA were used. These
results would suggest that speciﬁc recognition between
the DNA polymerase and the TP is mainly contributed
through the N-terminal part of the TP, and that the TP
priming domain is not involved in the recognition of
the parental TP. In addition, f29 DNA polymerase seems
to show a less stringent requirement in placing the GA-1
TP priming domain in a catalytically proﬁcient form.
This argument was further supported from the fact that
the apparent Km for the initiating dATP of chimera N-f
φ29 DNA pol/TP GA-1DNA pol/TP GA-1DNA pol/N-G φ29 DNA pol/N-φ
Terminal Protein φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1φ29 GA-1 N-φ N-G
DNA polymerase φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1
TP-DNA (template) φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1 φ29 GA-1
TP-dAMP complex
Figure 2. In vitro protein-primed initiation with chimerical TPs. Reaction mixtures contained, in addition to the indicated wild-type DNA
polymerases (15nM), and wild-type (30nM) or chimerical (120nM) TPs, 1.6nM of the indicated TP-DNA. Reactions were started by adding 1mM
MnCl2. After incubation for 1min (wild-type systems) or 10min (with chimerical TPs) at 308C, the reactions were stopped, processed and analysed
by SDS–PAGE and autoradiography (see Materials and Methods section for details). The various TP-DNAs, DNA polymerases and TP variants, as
well as the mobility of the TP-dAMP complexes are indicated. For clarity, the active complexes are depicted on top of the ﬁgure. f29 DNA
polymerase and TP are coloured in yellow, whereas GA-1 DNA polymerase and the homologous TP are in green. The diﬀerent parts of chimerical
TPs are coloured according to such a colour code.
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(0.6mM). Although the amount of initiation product
was much lower with chimera N-G (containing the
N-terminal part of GA-1 TP) than with chimera N-f,
it displayed a similar speciﬁcity pattern, as it was mainly
used as primer by GA-1 DNA polymerase in GA-1
TP-DNA templated reactions (Figure 2; right part).
As before, a very faint band was obtained when the f29
DNA polymerase and the f29 TP-DNA were used. In the
case of the chimera N-G, while the N-terminal part of the
GA-1 TP confers speciﬁcity to the interaction with
the DNA polymerase, the latter shows a high stringency
in the placement of the non-homologous f29 TP priming
domain. In fact, this chimerical TP displayed a 14-fold
increase in the Km for dATP (10mM) with respect to GA-1
TP (0.7mM). These results could indicate that GA-1 DNA
polymerase/TP interaction displays a higher dependence
on the priming domain than the f29 DNA polymerase/TP
heterodimer.
The diﬀerences in the apparent Km between the two
chimerical TPs would justify their relative activity.
However, the low activity exhibited by both chimeras in
comparison with the wild-type TPs cannot be attributed
only to Km diﬀerences, but it could also be contributed
by an impaired DNA polymerase binding stability. Thus,
the ability of chimeras N-f and N-G to interact with f29
and GA-1 DNA polymerase, respectively, was tested
by using an interference assay in which, on the one hand
f29 TP and chimera N-f and, on the other hand GA-1 TP
and chimera N-G, compete for the f29 and GA-1 DNA
polymerase, respectively (see Materials and Methods
section). As shown in Figure 3, none of the wild-type
TPs were competed by the corresponding chimera,
even at the highest chimera/wild-type TP ratio assayed.
This result points to a weak interaction between DNA
polymerase and chimerical TP.
The second phase of bacteriophages f29 and GA-1 TP-
DNA replication consists in the elongation of the
initiation product. Thus, to analyse whether the chimerical
TP-dAMP products could be elongated by the DNA
polymerase, we made use of a minimal replication
system based on TP-DNA, DNA polymerase, and either
wild-type or chimerical TP, as described (29,36). As shown
in Figure 4, f29 and GA-1 DNA polymerases elongated
the (N-f)-dAMP and (N-G)-dAMP products, respec-
tively, rendering full-length TP-DNA with an eﬃciency
parallel to that observed in the initiation reaction.
As expected, each DNA polymerase elongated the
homologous wild-type TP-dAMP using the homologous
TP-DNA as template. The lack of replication products
with f29 DNA polymerase in the absence of TP (Figure 4)
guarantees that the observed products come from a bona
ﬁde TP-DNA replication.
ParentalTP ismainly recognized by thecorresponding DNA
polymerase
From the above results, the relative importance of the
DNA polymerase with respect to the TP in the speciﬁc
recognition of the parental TP cannot be established, as
the DNA polymerase and the N-terminal part of
chimerical TP in the active complexes belong to the
same phage as the parental TP. To address this point,
we made a chimerical DNA polymerase by substituting
the f29 DNA polymerase TPR-1 subdomain (residues
261–358, coloured in blue in Figure 1B) (41) by that of
GA-1 DNA polymerase (29) (see Materials and Methods
section), as this region of the f29 DNA polymerase packs
against the TP intermediate domain (19). We ﬁrstly
evaluated the activity of the complexes formed by the
chimerical DNA polymerase and the diﬀerent TPs by
performing initiation assays in which the formation of the
TP-dAMP product was templated by a linear ssDNA
containing the sequence of the f29 left replication origin
(ssDNA LOT12, see Materials and Methods section),
to avoid the eﬀects of the parental TP on the activity.
As expected, the wild-type f29 DNA polymerase could
make an active complex only with its homologous TP
(Figure 5). Interestingly, the complex formed by the
chimerical DNA polymerase and the chimera N-G
was only slightly less active than the wild-type f29
heterodimer (Figure 5), in great contrast to the low
activity displayed by this chimerical TP with wild-type
GA-1 DNA polymerase in the presence of GA-1 TP-DNA
(Figure 2). On the other hand, the chimerical
DNA polymerase could also use GA-1 TP as primer,
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Figure 3. Competition for DNA polymerase between wild-type and
chimerical TPs. The assay of formation of TP-dAMP initiation product
by the wild-type f29 and GA-1 DNA polymerase/TP heterodimers was
performed in the presence of increasing amounts of chimeras N-f
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Graphic is representative of three independent experiments.
7066 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 21although the activity exhibited by this heterodimer was
10-fold lower than with chimera N-G. In contrast,
chimerical DNA polymerase could not use either f29
TP or chimera N-f as primer, supporting the results
presented previously that suggested that the main inter-
action with the DNA polymerase was that established
between the TP N-terminal part and the DNA polymerase
TPR-1 subdomain.
Interestingly, when TP-DNA was used as template,
chimerical DNA polymerase displayed a stringent speci-
ﬁcity with respect to the parental TP (covalently linked
to the phage genome and forming part of the replication
origin) as it was almost exclusively active in the presence
of f29 TP-DNA (Figure 6A), indicating that recognition
of parental TP is mainly accomplished by the DNA
polymerase. It should also be noted that, when f29
TP-DNA was used as template, the complex formed with
f29 TP was only two-fold lower than that formed with
GA-1 TP (note that when ssDNA, lacking parental TP,
was used as template, chimerical DNA polymerase did not
give any detectable reaction with f29 TP, see above
and Figure 5). The great improvement shown by the
chimerical DNA polymerase/f29 TP complex in the
presence of f29 TP-DNA, as well as the faint band
observed with the chimerical DNA polymerase/N-f TP
(which possesses the N-terminal part of f29 TP,
φ29 DNA polymerase Chimerical DNA polymerase
Terminal Protein N-φ N-G GA-1 φ29 N-φ N-G GA-1 φ29
Template ssDNA LOT12
TP-dAMP 
GA-1 TPR-1
subdomain
Figure 5. Use of wild-type and chimerical TPs by the chimerical DNA
polymerase with ssDNA as template. The TP-dAMP formation assay
was carried out as described in Materials and Methods section, in the
presence of 1mM MnCl2, and using 300nM of either wild-type or
chimerical DNA polymerase, 600nM of the indicated TP and 5.6mMo f
ssDNA LOT12 as template. After incubation for 10min at 308C, the
reactions were stopped, processed, and analysed by SDS–PAGE and
autoradiography. The position of TP-dAMP is indicated. For clarity,
both f29 wild-type and chimerical DNA polymerase are depicted on
top of the ﬁgure, following the same colour code as in Figure 2.
Terminal Protein - φ φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 - φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1            N-φ N-G
DNA polymerase φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1
TP-DNA (template) φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1 φ29 GA1
Wild-type TPs Chimerical TPs
φ29 TP-DNA 
unit length
Figure 4. In vitro TP-DNA replication. The assays were carried out in the presence of 1mM MnCl2, 60nM of the indicated DNA polymerase,
120nM of wild-type or chimerical TP and 80mM of the four dNTPs. After incubation for 8min (wild-type TPs) and 30min (with chimerical TPs) at
308C, samples were stopped and processed as described in Materials and Methods section. The labelled DNA was denatured and subjected to
electrophoresis in alkaline agarose gels to determine the lengths of the synthesized DNAs. The position of unit length TP-DNA is indicated.
A Terminal Protein N-φ
GA-1
N-φ
GA-1
φ φ29
φ φ29
φ φ29
DNA polymerase φ φ29                                                     Chimera
Template φ φ29 TP-DNA                                       GA-1 TP-DNA
N-G
N-G
TP-dAMP 
GA-1
φ φ29
N-G
GA-1
φ φ29
N-G
φ φ29
DBP − + −− − +      +     +
DNA polymerase φ φ29                                            Chimera
Template φ φ29 TP-DNA
Terminal Protein
TP-dAMP
B
Figure 6. Speciﬁc recognition of replication origins by chimerical DNA
polymerase. (A) TP-primed initiation assays were carried out in the
presence of 1mM MnCl2, 1.6nM of the indicated TP-DNA, 120nM
of chimerical DNA polymerase and 240 nM of the indicated TP.
As control, 15nM and 30nM of wild-type f29 DNA polymerase and
TP, respectively, were used. After incubation for 10min at 308C,
samples were stopped and processed as described in Materials and
Methods section. (B) Eﬀect of f29 DBP on the activity of chimerical
DNA polymerase. The assay was performed in the presence of 1mM
MnCl2, 1.6nM of f29 TP-DNA as template, in the absence ( )o r
presence (+) of 35mMo ff29 DBP. Under these conditions, 60nM of
chimerical DNA polymerase and 120 nM of the indicated TP were
incubated for 20min at 308C. As control, 30 and 60 nM of wild-type
f29 DNA polymerase and TP, respectively, were incubated for 2min at
308C. Further processing of the samples was performed as described
under Materials and Methods section.
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interaction displayed by both TPs with the chimerical
DNA polymerase in the presence of ssDNA is partially
overcome by a speciﬁc recognition of the parental
f29 TP by the f29N-terminal part of both f29 and
N-f primer TPs. This proposal would also explain
the formation of a faint initiation band only with the
chimerical DNA polymerase/GA-1 TP complex in
the GA-1 TP-DNA templated reaction (Figure 6A).
The relative activity with chimera N-G (containing the
N-terminal part of GA-1 TP) using f29 TP-DNA as
template, decreased with respect to that of the wild-type
f29 DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer (Figure 6A). The
lack of a speciﬁc recognition between the N-terminal part
(belonging to GA-1 TP, see Table 1 and Figure 1) of the
N-G primer TP and the parental f29 TP (just described)
cannot justify such decrease in the activity, as a similar
behaviour should have been expected for GA-1 TP.
To ascertain whether this unforeseen behaviour was the
consequence of an impaired opening of the replication
origin by the chimerical DNA polymerase/N-G complex
that would hinder its proper placement to carry out the
initiation reaction, we performed the same kind of assays
in the presence of f29 DBP, as this protein assists
the necessary initial unwinding of the DNA (23,24,42),
speciﬁcally activating the initiation reaction. As shown in
Figure 6B, the presence of DBP stimulated the activity
of chimerical DNA polymerase complexed with GA-1 TP
to a similar extent as in the case of the wild-type f29
DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer. Interestingly, such
improvement was much higher in the case of the complex
formed with chimera N-G, suggesting that the lower
activity displayed by this heterodimer in the absence of
DBP could be due to an impaired opening of the DNA.
On the other hand, DBP had essentially no eﬀect on the
reaction carried out by the chimerical DNA polymerase/
f29 TP complex.
The r29 TPN-terminal partis requiredto allow theTP
priming domainto initiate replication
Results presented above show that the DNA polymerase
cannot place properly at its catalytic site the homologous
TP priming domain when there is no structural comple-
mentarity between the DNA polymerase TPR-1 subdo-
main and the TP N-terminal part (residues 1–173). To ﬁnd
out whether placement of the TP priming domain in
a catalytically competent form depends on the TP
N-terminal part, we cloned, expressed and puriﬁed
independently both parts of the f29 TP (see Materials
and Methods section), rendering f29 TP variants f29-Ct
(priming domain; residues 174–266) and f29-Nt (residues
1–173). As it can be observed in Figure 7A, f29-Ct was
not able to prime the initiation reaction by the f29 DNA
polymerase even at the highest dose assayed (400nM).
However, interference assays, similar to the ones described
above, in which f29-Ct and chimera N-f compete for
the f29 DNA polymerase, showed that at the higher
doses of the priming domain there was interference with
the binding of the chimera N-f to the DNA polymerase
(Figure 7B), suggesting that the lack of reaction at such
φ φ29 TP A φ29-Ct
-TP-dAMP
-(φ29-Ct)-dAMP
13 50 100  200 400 nM
B
C
-TP-dAMP
-(φ29-Ct)-dAMP 
φ29-Ct
φ29-Nt
φ29 TP
−
−
−−−
−
−
++
+
+
+
Figure 7. f29 TP N-terminal part–DNA polymerase interaction is
required to allow TP priming domain to prime the initiation reaction.
(A) f29 TP priming domain cannot accomplish TP-dAMP formation.
The initiation reaction (TP-dAMP formation) was carried out in
the presence of 1mM MnCl2, 1.6nM of f29 TP-DNA, 60nM f29
DNA polymerase and the indicated amounts of either wild-type f29
TP or f29-Ct variant. After incubation for 10min at 308C, samples
were stopped and processed as described. (B) f29 TP priming domain
binds the DNA polymerase active site in a non-productive fashion.
Formation of TP-dAMP initiation product by 60nM wild-type f29
DNA polymerase and 120nM of chimerical TP N-f was carried out
in the presence of 1mM MnCl2 and increasing amounts of TP
f29-Ct variant (ﬁlled circles). The TP-dAMP formed in the diﬀerent
competition conditions relative to that formed in the absence of
competition (100%) is represented. The theoretical inhibition
proﬁle that would be obtained if the TP f29-Ct variant displayed a
wild-type interaction with f29 DNA polymerase (open squares) is
indicated. Graphic is representative of three independent experiments.
(C) f29N-terminal part assists the priming domain to act as primer.
The assay was performed in the presence of 1mM MnCl2,6 0n M
f29 DNA polymerase and 150nM of either f29-Ct, f29-Nt or
both, during 30min at 308C. As control, 15nM and 30nM of wild-type
f29 DNA polymerase and TP, respectively, were allowed to react
for 1min at 308C. After incubation, samples were processed as
described.
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of the priming domain at the DNA polymerase active
site. This led us to hypothesize that the TP N-terminal
part was assisting the priming domain orientation by
promoting a conformational change in the DNA poly-
merase. Thus, as it can be seen in Figure 7C, addition of
f29-Nt variant allowed the priming domain to act as
primer, giving rise to a labelled band which migrates
at a position corresponding with the priming domain
molecular weight.
Role ofthe r29 TPN-terminal domain during invitro r29
TP-DNA replication
The crystallographic structure of f29 TP shows the
N-terminal domain (residues 1–73) as a protein segment
that contains disordered sequence and, contrary to the rest
of the protein, is not interacting with the polymerase
(19) (Figure 1B). To determine whether this TP domain
plays some role during in vitro TP-DNA replication, we
constructed the f29 TP deletion mutant f29iN, lacking
amino acid residues 1–73.We ﬁrstly evaluated the ability of
f29iN mutant to interact with f29 DNA polymerase by
analysing the primer capacity of the mutant TP, taking
advantage of the fact that f29 DNA polymerase can
catalyse thedeoxynucleotidilylation of TP inthe absence of
template (43). Under these conditions, the activity of the
f29iN derivative was slightly lower (50%) with respect to
that displayed by the wild-type TP (Figure 8A), indicating
that deletion of the TP N-terminal domain does not
preclude the interaction with the DNA polymerase.
Conversely, in the presence of TP-DNA, the f29iN
mutant TP required the presence of DBP to give a
detectable initiation reaction. Thus, under these
conditions DBP stimulated f29iN mutant TP priming
activity 100-fold, in comparison to the 10-fold stimulation
observed with the wild-type TP (Figure 8A). Accordingly,
although a defective interaction with the parental TP
cannot be ruled out, the results strongly point again to an
impaired ability of the mutant TP to open the replication
origins.
By making use of the minimal replication system
described above, in the presence and absence of DBP,
similar replication properties were observed with the
f29iN mutant. Thus, in the absence of DBP, replication
products were not detected, while the activity displayed
in the presence of DBP (34% with respect to the wild-type
TP) paralleled the initiation reaction (Figure 8B).
In addition, the velocity of the reaction was the same
when either the mutant or the wild-type TP was used,
implying that the TP N-terminal domain (residues 1–73)
does not play any role during transition from the
protein-primed to the DNA-primed elongation mode.
The replication assays described above give rise to only
one replication round, as described (44). Thus, the
possible eﬀects of mutant f29iN on its function as
parental TP cannot be studied with this kind of assay.
For this, we carried out ampliﬁcation assays under more
physiological conditions in which appropriate amounts
of the four f29 DNA replication proteins, TP, DNA
polymerase, DBP, and SSB are required to amplify
limited amounts of f29 TP-DNA molecules (38) (see
Materials and Methods section, Ampliﬁcation assay).
In these ampliﬁcation reactions, primer TP that becomes
covalently attached to the newly synthesized DNA strand
during the ﬁrst round of replication will act as parental TP
in further replication rounds. The relative levels of
ampliﬁcation obtained with the mutant TP with respect
to the wild-type TP (39%) were close to those displayed in
the initiation and replication assays (both in the presence
of DBP), indicating that the N-terminal domain (residues
1–73) of the parental TP is not required to interact with
the DNA polymerase/TP complex during initial recogni-
tion of the replication origins (Figure 8B).
A Initiation reaction
no template φ φ29 TP-DNA
TP-dAMP
TP (type)                      wild-type φ29∆N             wild-type φ29∆N
φ29 DNA pol (nM)           120              120 7.5                    30
Reaction time (min) 1 4 60   120       60    120
++ φ29 DBP (35 µM)
B Replication           Amplification
TP (type)                          wild-type φ29∆N                     wt φ29∆N
-
Reaction time (min)    5    10    5    10     5   10     5    10 45        45
++ + + φ29 DBP (35 µM)
φ29 TP-DNA 1.6 nM 16 pM
φ29 TP-DNA 
unit length
Figure 8. f29 TP N-terminal domain role during in vitro f29 TP-DNA
replication. (A) Formation of TP-dAMP complex with either wild-type
or f29iN mutant TP. Non-templated initiation reactions were carried
out in the presence of 1mM MnCl2, 240nM of either wild-type or
mutant TP and the indicated concentration of wild-type f29 DNA
polymerase. In the templated reactions, 1.6nM of f29 TP-DNA,
10mM MgCl2, 60nM of either wild-type or mutant TP and the
indicated concentration of f29 DNA polymerase were used, in the
absence ( ) or presence (+) of the indicated amount of f29 DBP.
After incubation at 308C for the indicated times, samples were analysed
by SDS–PAGE and autoradiography. The position of the TP-dAMP
initiation complexes is indicated. Quantiﬁcation was by densitometry of
the band corresponding to the labelled TP-dAMP complex, detected by
autoradiography. (B) f29 TP-DNA replication and ampliﬁcation with
either wild-type or f29iN mutant TP. Reactions were carried out with
10mM MgCl2, 60nM of either wild-type or mutant f29 TP, 15nM
wild-type f29 DNA polymerase, 20mM the four dNTPs, the indicated
amount of f29 TP-DNA, in the absence ( ) or presence (+) of f29
DBP. After incubation for the indicated times at 308C, relative activity
values were calculated, and the length of the synthesized DNA was
analysed by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis. The ampliﬁcation
assay was performed in the presence of 120nM of either wild-type or
mutant f29 TP, 30nM of wild-type f29 DNA polymerase, 80mM the
four dNTPs, the indicated amount of f29 TP-DNA and 35mMo ff29
DBP and 30mMo ff29 SSB. After 45min of incubation at 308C, the
reaction was stopped with 10mM EDTA. The relative activity values
were calculated, and the length of the synthesized DNA was analysed
by alkaline agarose gel electrophoresis. The migration position of unit
length f29 DNA is indicated.
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Extensive studies performed both in vitro and in vivo,
mainly using bacteriophage f29 and Adenovirus, have
provided the general insights about the mechanism of
protein-primed DNA replication (10–12). In the ﬁrst
instance, replicative DNA polymerase forms, with the
corresponding TP, a heterodimer that further recognizes
the replication origins, located at both ends of the linear
genome, that comprise a 50 covalently linked TP and a
speciﬁc DNA sequence. The DNA polymerase then
catalyses both, the formation of the covalent complex
between a free TP molecule and the initial dAMP and its
further elongation coupled to strand displacement.
Similarly, TP-DNA replication of bacteriophages PRD1
(14,45), Cp1 (16), GA-1 (15,29) and Nf (28,29) was
also shown to occur by a similar protein-primed mechan-
ism, involving its corresponding DNA polymerase and
TP. Previous results obtained by interchanging the
DNA polymerases, TPs and TP-DNAs coming from
f29, GA-1 and Nf have revealed a high speciﬁcity
among the DNA polymerase, the TP and the replication
origin (27–29).
Specific recognition between the DNA polymerase and the
free TP. The recently published structure of the f29
DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer shows that TP is
composed of an N-terminal domain making no interac-
tions with the polymerase, an intermediate one that
extensively interacts with the TPR-1 subdomain of the
polymerase, and a third domain (priming domain)
containing the priming serine that occupies the same
binding cleft in the polymerase as duplex DNA does
during elongation (19,20). In order to elucidate the relative
importance of the diﬀerent TP domains in the speciﬁc
recognition of the homologous DNA polymerase, we
have made hybrid TPs by swapping the structurally
independent priming domains of both f29 and GA-1
TPs. In addition, we have cloned and expressed individu-
ally the f29 TP priming domain (residues 174–266) and
the TP N-terminal part (residues 1–173), as well as a f29
TP deletion mutant lacking the N-terminal domain
(residues 1–73). Besides that, we have generated a
chimerical DNA polymerase by substituting the f29
DNA polymerase TPR-1 subdomain with the correspond-
ing one from GA-1 DNA polymerase.
Biochemical analyses of the above constructions
have shown that the interaction between the TP
N-terminal part (that includes the TP N-terminal and
intermediate domains) and the DNA polymerase TPR-1
subdomain confers speciﬁcity to the recognition between
both proteins, as DNA polymerase can form a catalyti-
cally active heterodimer exclusively with the chimerical
TP that contains the N-terminal part (residues 1–173) of
the homologous TP. In addition, deletion of the f29
TP N-terminal domain (residues 1–73) does not have
drastic consequences on such interaction. From this,
a major importance of the TP intermediate domain in
the speciﬁc interaction with the DNA polymerase could be
inferred. Such f29 TP domain buries 575 A ˚ 2 of surface
area against the TPR-1 subdomain of f29 DNA
polymerase, both domains ﬁtting into each other. This
interaction has been shown to be stabilized mainly by TP
intermediate domain residues R158 and R169 that make
salt bridges with the DNA polymerase TPR-1 residues
E291 and E322, respectively (19). Structural alignment
of both, the f29 and the modelled GA-1 heterodimers,
demonstrates the conservation of these four residues.
However, modelling of the interaction between f29 DNA
polymerase TPR-1 subdomain and GA-1 TP intermediate
domain shows the presence of many steric clashes that are
likely responsible for the hampered formation of
this heterodimer. These arguments favour the hypothesis
that the speciﬁcity of the interaction between the DNA
polymerase and the TP is essentially dependent on
an intimate structural complementarity between both
protein domains.
Chimerical TPs N-f and N-G displayed an activity
much lower than the f29 and GA-1 TPs with f29
and GA-1 DNA polymerases, respectively. This suggested
the requirement of a structural complementarity between
the TP priming domain and the DNA polymerase.
This requirement was also demonstrated as chimerical
f29 DNA polymerase (containing the GA-1 DNA
polymerase TPR-1 subdomain) recovered a nearly
wild-type activity when assayed with the complementary
TP N-G chimera. Thus, the TP priming domain should
also give speciﬁcity and aﬃnity to the interaction with
the DNA polymerase, although to a lesser extent than the
TP intermediate domain, as the results presented
here indicate that both f29 and, to a lower degree,
GA-1 DNA polymerases can properly allocate the
non-homologous TP priming domain-containing chime-
rical TPs. The crystal structure of the f29 DNA
polymerase/TP heterodimer shows a looser interaction
between the TP priming domain and the DNA polymer-
ase, in which only part of the C-terminal helix of the
priming domain packs against the TPR-2 subdomain
of polymerase, establishing hydrogen bonds between
residues E252, Q253 and R256 of TP and L416, G417
and E419 of polymerase (19). Modelling of GA-1 TP
priming domain into the structure of f29 DNA poly-
merase, by structural ﬁtting on the complexed f29 TP,
demonstrates that those residues are not conserved
either in the polymerase or in the TP. In addition,
only minor steric clashes can be observed. This fact would
explain a better tolerance of each DNA polymerase
with respect to their non-homologous TP priming
domains than the ones observed in the case of the
TP-intermediate domains.
The f29 TP priming domain could not prime the
initiation reaction by itself, because of an impaired
productive binding to the DNA polymerase active site.
Interestingly, addition of the f29 TP N-terminal part
assisted the function of the TP priming domain. Since
both TP parts were not structurally linked, this result lead
us to propose that the N-terminal part of TP induces
a conformational change in the DNA polymerase that
allows the TP priming domain to be correctly positioned
at the polymerase catalytic site. Conformation of the f29
DNA polymerase forming a complex with the TP is very
similar to that of the apo enzyme, the main
7070 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 21conformational changes being restricted to TPR-1 resi-
dues 304–315 (19). Such residues form a loop with a high
degree of ﬂexibility in the apo enzyme. On the contrary,
the f29 heterodimer structure shows that this loop moves
out to allow TP to access the polymerase active site.
Altogether, these results lead us to propose a model on
how the DNA polymerase-TP interaction could take place
(Figure 9A). Thus, the TP intermediate domain would
recognize and interact with the DNA polymerase TPR-1
subdomain (coloured in blue in Figure 9A). Such an
interaction would promote the TPR-1 loop change from a
ﬂexible (coloured in magenta) to the stable moved out
conformation (coloured in orange) that would now allow
the proper (prone to catalysis) placement of the TP
priming domain into the DNA polymerase structure.
The diﬀerent contribution to the strength of the DNA
polymerase–TP interaction by the priming and intermedi-
ate domains would also support the model proposed
for the transition from the protein-primed initiation to
the DNA-primed elongation modes. Previous biochemical
studies demonstrated that the DNA polymerase/TP
heterodimer is not dissociated immediately after initiation
(18). There is a transition stage in which the heterodimer
undergoes structural changes during replication of nucleo-
tides 6–9, and ﬁnally the DNA polymerase dissociates
from the TP when it inserts the 10th nucleotide (18). Thus,
the TP intermediate domain would be in a ﬁxed
orientation on the polymerase by means of stable contacts
with the TPR-1 subdomain. The weak interaction
observed with the DNA polymerase would facilitate
the TP priming domain to rotate following the helicoidal
pathway as DNA is synthesized. The relative motion of
the TP priming domain with respect to the ﬁxed TP
intermediate domain would be possible due to the
ﬂexibility of the hinge region that connects both domains.
After incorporation of 6–7 nucleotides the proximity of
the priming Ser to the hinge region would impede a
further priming domain rotation, promoting complex
dissociation (19).
Recognition of replication origins by the DNA polymerase/
TP heterodimer. The f29 DNA polymerase/TP hetero-
dimer recognizes the replication origins at the genome
ends. The presence of parental TP, which is covalently
linked to the 50 end of the non-template strand by a
previous cycle of replication, is the main signal to
be recognized by the polymerase/TP complex for initiation
of replication, as when terminal DNA fragments lacking
parental TP were used as templates, the initiation reaction
fell 6- to 10-fold with respect to the activity obtained
with TP-DNA (28,46). In addition, f29 DBP forms
a multimeric complex at the origins of replication
(24,25), activating in vitro the initiation of f29 TP-DNA
replication (23). Detection of initiation activity by using
heterologous systems in which DNA polymerase, TP and
TP-DNA came from f29 and Nf-related phages, showed
that initiation was selectively enhanced when DNA
polymerase and TP-DNA were from the same phage,
implying a speciﬁc interaction between DNA polymerase
and parental TP (28). Similarly, mutations introduced at
several TP-intermediate domain residues rendered TP
mutants that could not support DNA ampliﬁcation when
they acted as parental TP, suggesting also a contribution
of the primer TP in the speciﬁc recognition of the
replication origins (47,48). Furthermore, measurement
of the ability of the diﬀerent DBPs coming from f29, Nf
and GA-1 bacteriophages to activate homologous and
DNA polymerase
Primer TP
Parental TP
DBP
Exo domain
TPR-1
TP priming domain
TP  intermediate
domain
B
A
TP  N-terminal
domain
Figure 9. Modelling of the temporal sequence of interactions that take
place during initiation of TP-DNA replication. (A) Proposed conforma-
tional changes occurring during DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer
formation. f29 DNA polymerase is coloured in grey and the TPR-1
subdomain in dark blue. Flexible orientation of TPR-1 loop in the
apoenzyme [PDB code 1XHX; (41)] and its stable and moved out
structural conformation shown in the DNA polymerase/TP complex
[PDBcode2EX3;(19)]isshowninmagentaandorange,respectively.TPis
coloured in yellow (TP priming domain in the proposed non productive
orientation is indicated with light yellow). Green arrows indicate the
suggested conformational changes of both, the DNA polymerase TPR-1
loop and the TP priming domain to allow the formation of a stable
heterodimer. (B) Model of the DNA polymerase/TP recognition of
replication origin. DNA polymerase molecular surface is coloured in blue,
priming TP in green and parental TP in orange. The nucleoprotein
complex at the replication origin, formed by DNA (depicted in green) and
DBP(depicted asgreyovals)ismainly contactedbythe DNApolymerase.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 21 7071heterologous replication origins showed also a speciﬁc
recognition of each nucleoprotein complex by the homo-
logous DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer (27).
The results presented here show that the chimerical f29
DNA polymerase containing the GA-1 DNA polymerase
TPR-1 subdomain is capable of catalysing the initiation
reaction primed by GA-1 TP but solely in the presence
of f29 TP-DNA, indicating that the major contribution to
the parental TP recognition is carried out by the DNA
polymerase, likely through its exonuclease domain
(Figure 9B). The fact that f29 DBP stimulates the
initiation activity of the heterodimer formed by chimerical
DNA polymerase and GA-1 TP to a similar extent as in
the f29 wild-type system, also favours the hypothesis of a
main and speciﬁc recognition of the DBP by the DNA
polymerase. On the other hand, the relative improvement
of the priming function of f29 TP complexed to
chimerical DNA polymerase, when f29 TP-DNA was
used as template with respect to that displayed with
ssDNA LOT12, could also indicate an involvement of
primer TP in parental TP detection, as it has been
suggested (47,48). Interestingly, the lack of stimulation of
the priming activity displayed by f29 TP in the presence
of f29 DBP could suggest that, under physiological
conditions, and once the replication origin is opened by
the DBP, the interactions between the primer and parental
TP are precluded, at least partially. Intriguingly, TP
chimera N-G displayed a singular behaviour when
complexed to chimerical f29 DNA polymerase, as it was
the most active of all TPs in the presence of opened origins
[ssDNA LOT12 and DBP/TP-DNA], but worse than f29
and GA-1 TPs with TP-DNA (closed origins). The results
could suggest that in vitro opening of the replication
origins by DNA polymerase/TP heterodimer requires a
structurally intact primer TP. This could account for the
recovery of the template-directed initiation activity
displayed by mutant f29iN in the presence of DBP,
even though a direct contact between the priming TP
N-terminal domain and parental TP intermediate domain
cannot be ruled out.
Two f29 encoded proteins, p1 and p16.7, have been
proposed to anchor f29 TP-DNA replication to the
membrane. The early expressed protein p1 assembles into
large multimeric structures that are associated with the
bacterial membrane through the C-terminal part of the
protein (49,50), whereas the N-terminal (soluble) part is
able to interact with the primer TP (51). These observa-
tions led to the proposal of a model for the role of protein
p1 in targeting the DNA polymerase/TP complex to the
membrane through a p1–TP interaction (49). In addition,
f29 gene p16.7 codes for an early expressed integral
membrane protein that is also involved in the organization
of membrane-associated f29 DNA replication (52).
Interestingly, the soluble C-terminal portion of p16.7
interacts with free TP (53). The TP region bound by these
two proteins is unknown. It is tempting to speculate that
TP regions bound by p1/p16.7 and DNA polymerase
should not overlap, in order to ensure membrane
associated TP-DNA replication. The biochemical results
presented here together with the crystallographic data
would preclude a function of the N-terminal domain
(residues 1–73) of TP during in vitro TP-DNA replication.
Thus, an attractive hypothesis is that the TP N-terminal
domain, which does not interact with the DNA polymer-
ase, could be bound by membrane proteins p1 and/or
p16.7 to recruit phage replication in the cell membrane,
without interfering with the replication machinery.
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